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One Side Pig Feeder 

 

You Are Welcomed To Come To Our Factory To 

Buy The Latest Selling, Low Price, And 

High-Quality Cason® One Side Pig Feeder. The 

One Side Pig Feeder Is Easy Assemble And 

Disassemble And Easy To Clean.No Dead Corner 

In The Tray, So There Is No Feed Left To Be Sour, 

The Structure Is More Safer While Using. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

As the professional manufacture, we would like to provide you high quality Cason® One 

Side Pig Feeder. The company has always been oriented by customer demand and 

respect for talents, constantly improve their strength, improve service level and quality. 

With many European and American, Asian and domestic customers, we have established 

long-term good relationship with common progress. Sincerely expect to join hands with 

you to create the future. 

 

Buy Cason® One Side Pig Feeder which Can be Customized From Our Factory 

Called casonmetalproduct 

 

Which has a complete scientific excellent management technique, excellent quality and 

very good religion, we earn good name and occupied this field for Factory Supply China 

Stainless Double Side Cheap Outdoor Hog Pig Self Feeder for Sales, Leading the trend of 

this field is our persistent intention. Furnishing to start with class items is our aim. To 

create a beautiful future, we would want to cooperate with all good friends at your home 

and overseas. Should you've any interest inside our solutions, please will not wait to get in 

touch with us. Factory Supply China Pig Feeder, Agricultural Machinery, Now, we're trying 

to enter new markets where we do not have a presence and developing the markets now 

we have the already penetrated. On account of superior quality and competitive price , we 

are going to be the market leader, you should don hesitate to contact us by phone or email, 

if you are interested in any of our products and solutions. 

 

Cason® One Side Pig Feeder also called hog feeder and swine feeder. 

One side stainless steel feeder can use for Nursery crate and finishing crate. 

We can produce base on the client require about the size and thickness.  

Adjustable feed level make sure pig take fresh feed all the time. It is easy operate. 

 

One Side Pig Feeder Parameter (Specification)  

Size : 900m *650mm *800mm Customed 
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Packing way Pallet 
 

material Ss304 , 1.0- 1.5mm thickness 

warranty 2 years 
 

 

Product Feature And Application  

SS304 stainless steel feeder with fully hemmed edges and rainforced corners one side 

pig feeder - adjustable feed level and easy to operate . make sure pig take fresh feed all 

the time, reduce feed wasts Stainless steel feeder wall thickness 1.1- 1.5mm . 

 

 

The One Side Pig Feeder is easy assemble and disassemble and easy to clean.No dead 

corner in the tray, so there is no feed left to be sour, the structure is more safer while 

using. 

 

Product Details  

 

 

One Side Pig Feeder Qualification  
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving  

The leadtime of One Side Pig Feeder is 20days upon got your order. 

Payment: we could discuss together 

The shipping way: ocean 

 

FAQ  

1.Q:How far is your factory from the airport? 

A:It will take 15 minutes from our company to Airport and take one half houre from our 

company to seaport. 

 

2.Q:Do you provide sample, such us One Side Pig Feeder? Free or charge? 

A:we offer one pcs sample for free. 

 

3.Q:What is your MOQ? 

A:Our MOQ is 10 pcs. 
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4.Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

A:We are One Side Pig Feeder manufacturer. 

 

5.Q:How long is your delivery time? 

A:Our lead time is one month. 
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